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TeligentEMS Weathers the Storm

Production was up and running as soon as it was safe for employees to come to work.
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Continuous Improvement
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One of the questions that comes up in new
customer audits is: “do you have a business
continuity plan?” At TeligentEMS, the answer
to that question is: “yes,” and Hurricane Irma
represented an opportunity for the team to
test it.
As part of the business continuity plan implementation, the team had developed checklists
for these types of events. The checklists detail
the actions required by each department to
ensure a successful shutdown and startup, and

include contingency plans, machine program
backups and actions related to material management. The management team started
plan execution discussions Wednesday prior
to the storm, when it became obvious that
facility might be in the storm’s path. Each department head reviewed their action plan
with the management team and with their
teams. The management team met daily on
Thursday and Friday to ascertain the proba(Continued on page 2)

TEMS’ Systems and Team Focused On
Supply Chain Management
Over the last few months, electronics manufacturing services (EMS) providers have been
seeing stock depletion in passives stretching
out to 52 and 63 weeks, in some cases. Some
power components and memories are going
on allocation, as well. And, while some parts
remain at 26 weeks, weather-related disruptions have impacted inbound freight. While
the human element of the devastation caused
by the most active hurricane season on record
should never be minimized or forgotten, the

scale of the recovery from this season’s natural disasters will likely involve the manufacture of nearly a million products dependent
on electronics from cars to appliances to consumer goods, in addition to the products normally built in a given year. This will likely exacerbate the already bad situation in passives, plus increase lead-times on other parts.

(Continued on page 3)

TeligentEMS Focuses on Continuous Improvement
The team at TeligentEMS has been focusing
on a number of continuous improvement
initiatives over the last few months.

line configuration enhances throughput
because it eliminates the constraints that
can occur when certain projects can only
run on a specific line,” said Ken Gamber,
TeligentEMS’ Engineering Manager.
Lean principles have also been applied in
the box build area, improving throughput
in one work cell by 5-10%.

Changing this work cell’s layout to a more
linear design improved throughput.

A new Siemens F5 SMT placement machine
will be installed in the SMT area in Q4. The
F5 will replace the Siemens F4 machines
previously used in that line.
“The new machine expands our placement
capabilities and will give us two nearly
identical SMT lines. From a Lean manufacturing perspective, eliminating variation in

“One of our industrial customers has seen a
significant increase in their demand, so we
looked at ways to increase throughput in
the workcell we have supporting them. We
were able to change the work cell layout
to a more linear design and put test inline.
This reduced crossover traffic, queuing
prior to test and duplication of effort. Our
improvement in throughput is now helping
our customer break its prior production
records,” added Mr. Gamber.
Finally, the team as has also enhanced the
First Article Process it uses for military/
aerospace to support increased business
from that sector.

“Many of these products have highly
specialized requirements, making some
First Article production runs very unique.
We’ve found that by having Engineering, Quality and Manufacturing representatives sign off on proposed processes during the New Product Introduction
(NPI) phase prior to First Article, we
significantly reduce the potential for
defects, rework and scrap,” said Mr.
Gamber.

This team is helping its customer break
production records. (L-R): Brandon Powell, Fred Sapp, Angelia Leeks and Summer
Resler.

The Storm
(Continued from page 1)

bility of plan execution and again on
Saturday to determine the extent of
preparation relative to server, equipment and product protection based on
the hurricane’s turn toward the north. At
this point, the team determined the storm
would impact the facility from Sunday
night through Monday afternoon. On
Sunday morning, the shutdown plan was
executed by four teams working in parallel. One team managed the IT infrastructure, one team at each plant managed equipment shutdown and product
protection, and one team managed the
closure of the buildings inside and out.
Each team used the checklists to determine what needed to be done and validated that each step was executed. All
teams completed their tasks by 10 a.m.
on Sunday. The management team again
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met on Sunday and Monday afternoon
via conference call for status and updates. On Monday afternoon, the team
determined the storm was moving out of
the area and sent in personnel to assess
the buildings and IT infrastructure. The IT
team validated the servers, external and
internal communications while the others
validated the buildings. On Tuesday
morning, the teams met at 6 a.m. and
brought the facility back up by 8:30 a.m.
with employees arriving at 9 a.m.
“I am very proud of the efforts our teams
made in executing our business continuity
plan. We had no damage to the building
and we were up and running as soon as it
was safe for employees to travel to work.
The planning process we’ve used worked
well for this event,” said Chris Eldred,
President and CEO.
While fortunately in this case, it was un-

necessary to execute more than the shutdown and “no damage” startup provisions
of the plan, the full business continuity plan
does include provisions for dealing with
events that involve facility damage or loss.
“While we hope we will never need to
execute our full plan, our customers can be
assured that we have strategized a number of potential disasters and put the appropriate planning in place for a speedy
resumption of operations. The value of
business continuity planning is twofold.
First, it helps create a framework where
all the information needed to resume business is available to the team responsible
for making that happen. But more importantly, evaluating possible disaster
scenarios helps us prepare in ways that
can reduce our probability of business
interruption,” Mr. Eldred added.

Supply Chain Mgmt
(Continued from page 1)

While specifying multiple sources, avoiding
obsolete or near obsolete components, and
sanity checking availability trends will help
minimize availability impact in new products,
the reality is that component shortages will
impact electronics manufacturing for at least
the next year. Strong systems that provide
the ability to rapidly identify alternative options if a part becomes unavailable are critical in this type of an environment.

This visibility is helping the purchasing team
address the issues in passive components at
two levels. First, the system is exception
based, so it alerts the right team member
the minute an exception occurs. Second, the
system provides the real-time visibility into
available options both in inventory and
within the supply chain by allowing buyers
to search by part description, commodity or
AML.
From the passive standpoint, most customers
are open to crossing what they see as a

crossed to two, by identifying additional
crosses. A Type 2 match occurs when a
portion of the characters in a part number
match.
The system also allows users to create a
customized search tool that loads specified files from the MRP database and can
be programmed to search specific component search engines. Problem parts can
be stored as a list to be searched periodically. There is also a toolset that enables
tracking of stock at distributors. To date,
this level of system visibility has
allowed the team to manage exceptions within customer delivery
commit dates.

Fortunately, TeligentEMS has
long been focused on developing proprietary systems tools to
minimize variation within its
production operations and enaThat said, it takes an OEM-EMS
ble real-time monitoring of the
joint team approach to address
entire product realization procomponent shortages. While a
cess. The Company’s Possible-X
system like Possible X 2.0 makes it
2.0 system ensures that Purchaseasy for buyers to identify a
ing, Inventory and Materials
range of possible options for comManagement are now provided
ponents with availability issues,
with instantaneous detailed
customers must also provide timely
information on purchased comapproval of alternate sources. In a
ponents from approved matemarket where component demand
rials list (AML) to supplier cost
Strong systems help the Purchasing team quickly understand their opexceeds manufacturing capacity,
information, order quantity,
a delay in the approval of altertions when material availability issues occur.
minimum order quantity and
native inventory purchase can
current on-hand, current oneliminate that opportunity.
commodity part and so far, the team has
order, on-hand dollars, excess inventory, to
The component availability situation will
been able to find alternates in stock. Possiname a few. This enables users to quickly
get worse before it gets better. However,
ble X 2.0 facilitates this by categorizing
identify the inventory location and the next
the combination of a proactive approach
matches based on the commonality with the
delivery. It also provides possible crosses for
to forecasting, openness to alternate
original part. A Type 0 match is an exact
a component cost history, MRP requirement,
sources and TeligentEMS’ systems strength
match manufacturer’s part number and
where used, PO history, quote history and
will help provide provide a wider range
date code. A Type 1 match exists If the
BOM detail.
of contingency options.
AML lists three options and the part is only

